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The question of the differences La rap er pressures of U"

Loot epic molecules la. la fact, the oldest experimeatal and

theoretical problem La the chemistry of iaotopes. It was

g!!k•huh 
ligl

difference in vapor pressure was a result of the difference An

heate of vaporization which resulted from the quantum mechanical

mero point energy. Although a significunt body of experimental

data has sccumulnted since the discovery of the difference in

F?E 
rt{ “E‘4k5

vapor pressures of the a BOU isotopes by eesom and van Dijk, no

qumst itat Ave correl ations between theoretical calculatione and 

experimental data were mmde up until the time af the Internatonal

Conference La Amsterem La 1*57. Marked progrees baa taboo place

in the last five years, both with respect to refinement of

jor theoretical advance bM been the doowl <11 eat of

a theory which explicitly tekes into account the role of molecular 

structure. The theory lends to pert icularly simple reowl to for

emall qunntum effects, 1.0. € AT < 3«. or for mmell changes La

large quantum effects. Under these conditions, the vapor pressure

Research carried out under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy

Commission and the National Science Foundation.



da ich is sotopicmlly subetituted

others wll quntum effects, then the mass dep is Um a

function of the mmsses of the ether mtcma to the molecule, la

the latter cate, the tempersture depende 12 aiso complex nd

ters the cross over Iha hOrary

ehowe that the molel volume As a aa mail order effect, but that

gns imperfectiom plays a sigmificant role particularly with rasp art 

to deviations from Rnoult’e Law.

different types of structural effecte will be considered and 

compered with experimontal results. FAzst there is the effect of

liquid at the triple point. We next cnsider the twee of couplins

of molecular trenslstLom with other typos of moton, vhch is part

of molecuiar rotation, per se

serem of La staple molecules

. is rather uniguely studied La the

14,14,10.. ‘VMS. 13,14,16,,
‘W8©. specifac chemica Anteznction, such as the femumtian

of dimers, lesds to large vapor peewee re differences. These are

roeOily acaaoatae for by the theory and detailed calcuatioma for

the isotopic MD molecules mhow qunot t tat ive agreement with

Ao lot roduct ion will he given to the theary of quantum

effects of hicher order.
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INTRODCTION

A diacusmion of the stete of our knowledge of the vapor presenres

af inotopic molecules is • particularly sppropriate topie to open
thie mee*ins on the physical rb ami a try of isotopes. Rstorically,

thin la the fret difference in physical or chemical property that

was studied.“1 Although the procese may appear to be a ampie one, ■

experiment baa shown it to be one of the most complex of all the

properties for which isotope effecte have been investigated. There 

are a large nattr of smal effects, whch nd up to the finai

ifference in vapor pressure. Mny of these effects have opposing

signs and the final difference in vapor presaure may be a sma1 fraction 

of that of One of the contributing factors. Tet wben a full explaration

Le chieved, end this baa now been carried through for a a mi er of

significantly different types af systems, we obtain inforation which

trill enrich cur understanding of isotope efecta in cMtai cal exchange

equilbrin, ion exchange, chromatography, thermal diffusion, chemcal

kinetics, ion iffusion. etc. In /act it eweere almeet the entire

spectrum of sbjects under discussion at the present symposium. Purther,

the study of iaotope cffecta on vapor pressure has enlarged our unite r- 

standing of the tn^ry af the interactions of molecular systema and

ths escoci=ted quanum sffests. 9b say expect aore Informaton from

future studies.

A ziao FOINT ENERGY vner

It was recognizee from the outset by LIndamann-1) (the late Lord

(2herwel1) that a difference in vapor pressure af isotopic Molecules

imm* to be associated with the zero point vibrational enercy. Conaider



a molecule blind in a liqtid or gelid by a potential of the fom

1. At the absolute zero the molecules are in the ground

st a toe, which differ for the light and heezy molecules. The hosts of 

vaporisation will differ by the zero point energy difference, €,,

Thia siaple c ana l deration leads one to expect a difference in vapor

preseures of the form
In P’/P = S au/kr CD

in actuality no vystems can be described by this elementary approach.

If we commence the study ef isotope effects on vapor pressure by

considerins rystems in order of their normai boiling points, we must

immediatel/ take cognizance of vhether the system obeys Femi-Dirac

or Bose-Sina to in statistics. This has been found to have a profound

effect on the properties of and The study of theee two

interesting substances is a unique and fascinnting one in itself.

The considerations involved will not be generally applicable to other

systems, for vhich quantized Bolt—aim statistics will suffice.

shall, therefore, omit further eenolderation of the probl
' and refer the reader to the large literature on this subject. Ca2

For the case of systems obeying Boltzmann statistics, equation CD

falls for two reasons: (12 at any tempersture at which tbs system has

a noasuruble vapor pressure it is essential to cone Ida r the excited

states । in fact it is just from these states that ths vaporisation

takes place: (2) it is necessary to consider not only the Antermolecuiur

potential, but all forces acting on the individual atone in the molecule

in the condensed and gaseous at a tea.

we shall consider first the effect of the higher excited states
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is a good escription of the electronic enersy states of this gystem.

In this app rox imat ion the potential energy of the system is independent 

of the nuclear maes. For such a system, Lindemann showed that a 

solid, with a harmonic Debye lattice frequency distribution. in

equilibrium with an Meal gas leads to a 

vapor pressure ratio. The result found was

in P’/P

dependence to the

(2)

where Q* and • are the Debye characteristic tecpe raturea for the 

light and heavy atoms which have vapor pressures P* and P respectively. 

Same twenty years later Hezzfeld and Teller 3 showed that the same

type of temperature dependence could be obtained for any arbitrary

frequency distribution through the use of Wiger’s foralation of the

quantum mechanieai partition function in teres of the classical 

distribution in configuration space. Ooe obtains quantum corrections

ordered in powers of d/r»2n. More recently Mayer and aana4 have

given a reformulation pf Wigner's theorem which permits its extension

to syetems of many particles with significant quantum effects. One

obtains to order n=1

ln ’ in Qea ' M c/2 2 CT" V
- 5
exa

(3)1
i

where Q and Q , are respectively the quantum mechanical and classical 
Q.m. ci

partition functions. From eq. (3) It follows for a liquid or solid in

equilibrium with an ideal menetoic gas

la P*/P e — d/m»a
24 (4)



Quite analogous to this develops—t la the de Moor — thod-5 whtch 

develops qu—tuw deviations frm the law of corresponding states in

tense of the parameter A* = n/e(m€»*/a, where a 1m the range of

the intermolecular force sad € is the depth of the ntermoleculr

potential .

For the real gas, «hch obeys an equation of state of the form

pv/r = 1 ♦ B,P * coF® (5)

one obtains-62 after taking cognizance of the fact that at aquilbrum

the Gibbs free energies and not the Helmholtz free energies of the

two phases are equa?

In P’/P . L. ch/ 
24

>- cuo- cpep - w

- (a,p ♦ 1/a c,p“»• ♦ (B,P ♦ 1/2 c,p®» (6)
A test of this development can be nil with the data e Cass — 

(9) and Rant Jee — the vapor prezsu res of the ne— isotopes.

and The comparisou la —own in Fig. 2. The solid line through 

the origin is drawn in accord with eq. (2) and the 0 for neon, 630.

is taken frem heat capacity messurements. We note that the data for

the solid give a finite intercept at infinite temperature. More 

extensive calculations by Johns, €82 who used an anhanmene BSnsten

—del, failed to r—ova the discrepancy. It was accessary for Johas

to assuma a difference in the potential for the two neon isotopes in 

order to rec—die his caleulatiens with the Leiden data. The 

discrepancy is actually worse th— that calculated by Johns, for la 

fact the lattice distance in solid neon is 4.429 R9 rather than 
o

the values 4.539-4. 581 A derived by Johns by artniefaing his free energy



function with respect to the lattice distance. Tha discrepancy has

been shown to be a result of the inadequacy of the Leiden data for a 

test of this theory and the extension of the theory to include higher

order quantuz correetiona.

The results of the recent invostigation of the neon isotopes by
( 10)Bigeleizen and Roth are given in Fig. 3. Zhe quantity plotted as

001 1n Fwe20
but rather in f^ - in [oc22eAc2°e»l, m./

c“Ne)A4°N) , vehich has direct theoretical significance. The -- a
partition function ratio As related to the vapor pressure ratio in

(6) the general case by the equation

1n P’/P “ in e/s" f
C

in s/s• f ♦ CRT)*1 (prve - PV) - (BP ♦ 1/2 CP2)’ 
6 • •

•(Bp 1/2 c_p?) 
Q O (7)

where s/a" fg is the well known reduced partition function ratio for 

the ideal gaa introduced by Bigeleisen and Mayer.112 For a non atomic

solid with a harmcaic potential

ne - - e j

(6.10)

(h/r2j

Haj (8)

h J% /krL man 2n
2j(2j):

1 - (m‘A)-

where Maj is the 2 J’th mcmnent of the lattice vibration

,3N 3-« 2>, J • 3++; (9)

For the Debye distribution, one has the well knosn relation

u,. * 3(uA)23 Kaj
“ J *

* 3) (10)

It Ls epgarent that there is curvature in . plot ofInkc VS- 1/1

due to the higher order guantum corrections. Tho extrapolation to the
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origin is facilitated by the use of the Debye distributiom and a

Debve 9 of 74.60 gives an excellent fit of the data. The discrepancy 

between this value of 9 and the one derived from heat capacity 

measurements. 66. 70x,6122 has been shown to be a consequence of the 

anharmonicity at the lattice vibrations. The behavier of the liqusd

between the melting point and thi normal boiling point can be

described by the change in the coordination number ef the solid. 12.

to 8.8 nearest neighbors 1st the liquid. The nearest neighbor distance

in the liquid differs by a negligible amount from the lattice distence

in the solid. This leads to a characteristic temperature cf 63°K for 

the liquid, whc la in exceilent agreement with the experimental 

data.

The contribution of the gas imperfect ion to the vapor preesure

ratio can be tested experimentally. For a solution of isotopee with a

negligible volume change on mixing

where

in P’/P ■ (In e)[1-p (B-VAn (11)

CN’/ganKN’/Aqula (12)

Thus comparing ege. (7) and (11)

in a In f — in t c g (13)

The fractionaton experiment gives directly the difference between the

pertiton function ratio in the condensed phase and the ideal gaa.

Te physical interpretation of the difference between the solution 

experiment and the experiment with the pure phases is the following.

In the solution experiment both isotopes are present in the gas phase

at the same density. In the approximation that the vrial coefficients

are the ssme, any effect of the gas density cancels and the system



behaves as though an ideal gas mixture were la equilibrum with the 
I condensed phase. In the case of the pure components, the equilibzium 

vapor pressure of a liquid la greater than that which would he 

obtained for the hypothetical ideal gas. This is due to the attractive 

forces la the gas.

from messuzementa on pure phases and from solutien equflibrat Lon .C 13)

The ngreement is excelient. Further confirmations of the thsory are 

given in the commun§cation to thia aymposium by Bonto. 14

The present theory has been applied to the Lsotopes of argon by

Boate and co workers, who have in addition made an oval net ion of the 

role of the anharzonie effecta.--6 The a«rao—nt between theory and

experiment is excellent. Me may thus conclude that the difference is

Vapor pressures of the isotopes of the rare gases can be quantitatively 

described within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation by straigheforward 

quantum statistics.

MOLECULAR SYSTRLS

Xt baa been known for a long time that the deseription given

above for atomic systems la gros inadequate even in a qualitative

way to describe the difference in vapor pressures of isotopic

polyatomic Molecules. In the case of hydrocarbons, deuterium

aubotitutieu for protium ueually leads to a higher rather than • lower

riper "pressure. In such systems the sign of the vapor -pressu re

difference depends on the temperature and • the behavior la known as

the cross over phencmenen. Numerous examples are available to show 

that for isotopic systems the vapor pressure does not depend on the

Molecular weght but rather Must be correlated with the structure of the 

molecule and its interaction with other Molecules in the condensed phase.
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Typical ■true rural effects are the vapor pressnres of the methanes

12,, . - 12,, C3D > GH

is obeyed, e-g.

l3cx,- In a homologeus series the rule of the mean

Successive isotopc substitution.

e.g. H, D, T, leas to a vary ouch faster levelng off with' Incroaeing

mess than that to be expected from simple considerations of spherical

molecules. Thue the ratio of satios )/P, •__ ) has boo* HO" “T"

found to be 1.37 rather than 1-90 to be expected from masses 18, 19

and 20.6152 These findings can bo readily understooa if one be 11 do a

theory which takes cognizance of the molecular structure. In addition

to tbe contribution of the translation (molecular wolf*-* effect) tn

the vepor pressure, one must conaider the molecular rotation snd the 

molecular vibrations. la a fa real way thia As inherent la eq. (7). The 

problem then becomes the evalustion of la S/u" fe for a molecular system.

Xa the harmonic epproximation

. x*/A 2 o" -v>.2. “aEc“n62”
I 2xr 1-1 “ * 1-1 ui" } (14)

The vapor pressure equation then he ton

Inp»/p • n--

* 2 1cu,A,*»,6u,‘a,»,
1 - exp-u.")

1 - exp C-u,>j,

1 - expC-u.)

2,
y

- Go, o’) ♦ )--•_) - (B 9 ♦ 1 C Fa) ♦ ca_p- CP*)
S o < o CdO

where Ge,c‘>g i* a correction for non elassical rotation of the molecule 

in the gas phase. If the internal vibrations are not much different in
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the condensed phase from the gaseous state and if the quantum levels

masocsted vith the translation and rotmtion in the condensec phase

s c/“ 2 (u, - •> (“aa - •a2> • ... (16)

The summation in eq. (16) runs over all atm— in the conensed

phase. The reciprocal mnses p* and y are atonic mim and the

Cartesinn force constants a^^ and baa are the restoring forces whhen 

the A’th atom la displacea from its equilibrium position in the cond d

and gas phases respectively. Up to order c/r»4 the bare—ite

■NN rar I—tl—t La not necemsary fot the derivation af eg- (16).

dorlretlmn proceedu direct it from the layer Need theoren.- -62 Under

the conditio— where eq- < 16) la applicable (these are dacussed in 

detnil along vith its derivatien°» one obtmins drectly the rule of 

the moan. The relative behavior of different isotopes of the same

is uniquely given by the atomic messes and in the case of

N. D, T the ratio

id a C 
in a ("

Avnur and Nir. tArectly tact the vapor prassures of 14

and 13cn, can never be age i 1. except by some fortuitous circumstance.

A difference mrisen in eq. (16) between thaoa molecules both frem the

(pa"-) term and the force term (“-ba, which are both different

for the carbon and hydrogen at—m. Been for a molecule where Caaa-b.,)

la the name for different atm—. the vepor pressure doee not depend am

the molecular weight. One la led to predict differences in vapor
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pressures between HT and Da- We point out that •q- f not

applcabe to such l4ght molecules at such low taat tratwroa. Nevertheless,

that in thia approximation the vapor pressure depends on the recprocnl

atomic mnases. From a molecular point of view, a diffevence La to ba

expected as a cocsequence of the perturbation of the translation and

internal vibration by the rotatien La the liquid. Such a difference
has been found experimentally." 172 A theoretical treatment vtich 

considers only the tranalarion-zorarion baa been given by Babloyants’ 18” 

ane extamdei by Friadmann.S 192 A more general treatment within the 

framework af perturbation theory is given in the peper »raw maha < at 

thia symposium by Wolf aha rg.“20 His calculationa ah ew the ratallaw

vibration Anteraction to be significant.

from various types of nternction la «

mean force between the

effecta associate either with the transiation or rotatcn or the

nplicable. In the latte* tame

. I <-»>“ *Sj 7. 1. a:,
jm1 2j(a3): \ S“•• (17)

♦ cm'1 (B,P • Ic. ♦ CB,P • J c.v» -
are the vibrationa1 momente associated with the

translation and setatiomn and
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1nD* = w-1
»(
<Chc/ar)c ¥4. -

u,_[ - exp-u, »])• ------ ----- > 
uTcE - exp-u 2-]

(18)

The summstion in eq. (18) runs over the internal vbretions of the

molecale. In the flrat approximation eg. (17) reduces to one of the

fom
A B

in P" / • -- —•
r t

(19)

term la asocinted with traneletion and rotation; the r--

tera with shfts in the zero point energies of the intercal vibrations

ensation. We have al ready pointed out that one contribution to

these shifts arises from the coupling af the vibrations with the

tranalstion and rotatcn. A more ureal effect arises from the van der
- - (21 )Waals"s forces. Thia hae been discussed by Bmuer and Magat 

(22) (30)were recently by heart a chi and Kuhn and by Wolfsberg. *

and

Equstion

(19) directly predicts the crose over ph At low temperstures

the torn predocinstes and the light isotope has the higher vapor

pressure. At high temperstures the B/r term becommes greater than the

tern and the heavy la at ope has the higher vapor pressure. At still

bigher temperatures eg. (17) goes over te e. (16). the laght Asotope

again has the higher vapor pressure and then finally at still higher

temperatures the vapor presuure difference vanishes

baa been discussed at tinea in terms of

•l difference in molal volumes ef the laotopte. The difference in

molar volumee la per se not an additional effect to be considered. Xt

la associate with the zero point energy difference of the isotopic

molecules and the anharmonicity of the Antermolecular force. A

quantitative cor relation between the molar volume difference and vapor 4
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preesure ratio has been established. 662 Xa Fig. S we give a

cor relation of the experimental data on the sotopie liquid hydrogens 

with the theory.

The nueber of molecular systems An Which Asotope vapor preesure

differences bave been studied la larse. Very few stuies have been 

aubjected to theoretical analysis and we shall deal with these systems

where a quantitative theoretical analysis has been carried through.

Throe system have now been analyaed in complete detail 2 the 1D 

syten,43 the a,o system,“2“ and the ethylene system.“25 Xa the

present peper we shall give a summary cf the bebavier of the nitregen

oxides. A discussion of the ethylene syoton is given elsewhere in
this syposium.-452 To these we nay add the calcutatiom of the van dor

Waals shift in liquid CCl and the resulting vapor pressure difference

for 12c-13c and 35c_37c in this molecue. Ca02

The isotopic 3z0 moiecules efford a simple and direct nethod for

the study of the effect of hindered rotation in the liquid on the 

vapor pressure. By single isotopic substitution ome can study

14,14,16., 14,15,160, 13,14,160, ana 14,14,180. The etudy of all of

these species by the nethod of column distillation has been carried 

through by Bigeleisen and Rbniker" subseqeent to the Raleigh 
eistillation experiments af Tuhn. Norton and MCrkau=.-462 The 

latter workers mensurea the 14u1416o/4u14l8o ana

fractionation factors. Simultaneously with the e-aperiaenta of Bigeleiaen 
q yr •and Ribnikar, Clusius and Schieich’ ” messured the veper pressure

difference between lW‘o and >ws. The experimentn results 

of all those workers by different Methods are la good agreenant with
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one another, within the limits of the experimental errors. The 

elementary separation factor, Inp’/p, is of the order 1-2 x 10-3 

and the agreement is 10% of the separation factor.

A sunmary of the relative and absolute sapration factor* is

given in Tables X and II. The relative separation factors are rather 

aiply calculated in this particular case. N.0 is a linear molecule
which condense* into the solid random end for end.28) The

intermole cular forees actin* on the end nitrogen stom and the oxygen 

atem are therefore nearly identical. The center of gravity of the 

molecule is within a few parts is 105 at the central nitrogen atem.6302

Inasruch a* the solecule has a very small dipole eament and pelarinability, 

it is reasonable to assume that the internal vbratons are not much 

perturbed on condensation. These facts and the last assumption lead

to the relation

C“aa- baa” 11 baa”u N

Froz eq. (16) we can now write

I 1€ <‘VWVV% 
cc14,14,160313,14,01605

16 ’ 18
1.46

14 - F1s 1413
1 1

The ratio [€<‘VV% / XW4O)J /[€c1““n1°o/“15n1°o

require* some knoulege about the force field and the Erequency

distribution for the translational and rotational modes. We “T—me an 

isotropic force, an Einstein distribution for the rotation and both

Binstein and Debye distributions for the translation. The ratios to 

be calculated are the coefficients of the (h/kr»" ten in eq. (17).

We find
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Binatein Translation Debye Trsnslation

€ (lVW W*o> 5

’o/V^o)1 3

2.374*45—3 • 2.11
26

The agreement betwean theory and experiment is rather good. It As a

direct confirmaton of hinered rotation in the lAqui through the

use of sotope substitution in non-equivalent positions. The absolute

elementary separation parameters art calcuated through the above

theoretical ratios and the theoretical calculation of

€ c‘““"o/“N1516o), hich ia directly given by the translational 

contribution. One Finas(24 € (1Weo/W*o) = 8.2 x 10-4.

This forms the basis quantity for the calculation cf the theoretical 

separation factors given in Table IX. The agreement between theory

and experiment is all that could be desired.

We now consider the case of a polyetomic molecule vhich has a tr«<ng:

association in the liquid phase. In the case of BD definite dmers

exist, which are negligibly dissociated in the liquid but completely 
( 30)dis sociated in the gas phase. The vapor pnzssures of all the 

three 15x and 18o substituted NO molecules have been studied as a 
(in

function of temps rat ure by Glusius and co-workers. A Simms rj of

their experimental observations is given in Table III. We note that

a rather large effect has been found and empirically the system oleys

the rule of the mean.

), etc.In P,a i /P i ■< , a ) = 1 n( P, a , g A« c -A ) • ln( P, A -6 /P -a , g 1“Mo 15N18o -“M-°o 5° xM6o 1V8o

This la Just the behavior to be expected if the system has small quantum 

effects and/or email perturbations of the erge quentum effects.

very good criterion for this description is given in the published
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(23) theory of the vapor pressures of the sotopic nitric oxide molecules.

If the syetem obeys eq. (16), then by streightforward classical thermo-

dynemcs
d (AND), vap -RE An(P‘/P) (20)

A comparison between the "experimental" values and the ones calculated 

from eq. (20) is given in Table IV. This definitely establishes the

effect as a small quantum effect. dependence, with no 1/r nor

temperature independent terms in the vapor pressure ratio. As such, we 

may proceed to apply eq. (16) directly.

Liquid MO has random imers. In the dimer, diaplacement of oxygen

along or perpendicular to valence bonds is equivalent to displacement

of nitrogen. Thus if one neglects interactions across the ring

(a,,-b, ), " just as is the case of N,O, This naturally
32 XX XX XX *

predicts the ( 18o/°o»K -5n/“) isotope effects in the vapor pressure 

and related quantities to be 1.46. These are compared with experiment 

in Table V. The contribution of the dimerisat ion process to the

difference in vapor pressure has been calculated to be 0.021 for

InP14,160/P15,1602 at 11 Th:. We now make a new estimate for the

contribution of the dimers. Following the procedure given in our 

discuassion for NaO, 
-3contribute 6 x 10

we calculate the translation and rotation to 

for a Debye translation. If a different frequency

Spectrum is used, then a new characteristic temperature needs to be 

defined and the result will be the same. Thia new calculation of the 

translation-rotation contribution leads to the theoretical value of

InC P 4,160/1 5,160> * 0.027 at 115°X (previously we had calculated 

0.025). The result is in good agreement with experiment. The
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calelatioa ia further confismed by recent experiments of Clusiss,
( 32)Schleich, Pieebergen, and Varda.

f ract ioass ion in a dilute solution of NO in CH, with the vapor

pressure ratio of the pure liquid, they set a lower 14mit ef 0.018

for ehe contribution of the dimerizatiom precess to the logarithm

of the vapor prassure ratio at 111°.

SUMMARY

It is apparent that major progres ba* been made both in the

experimental and theoretical study of the vapor pressures of sotopic

molecules in the last five years. Vapor pressure measurements are 

being made in different laboratories by different methods which agree 

with one another within a few hundredths of one percent. The theory

ha* advanced te the point where a large body of experimental data can

be systemetiaed and understood. Quantitative calculations have been 

carried out which verify the maas, temperature, and potential energy 

dependence aspects of the theory. An old subject has been revived by 

advances in modern experimental and theoretical methods and is now 

useful for the study of quantum effects and structural effects in

liquids and solids.
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Table I. Relative elementary separation parametera for the *
isoropic N,o molecules."25

if €,= on,o, vapork1“w“1°om,o, 1quka

Isotopic Species Experimnental Theoreticu1

)
14,14,18.% I V. 1 ws 1.38 ♦ 0.07 1.45

5 15,14,160’ -14,15,160 2.10 ♦ 0.10 1.97 Einstein

3.11 Debye

♦

V



W

-

-

C Table XI. Absolute elementary sepmrstion persmeters for the isotopic s

N,0 molecules nt 184°x

Isotopic species a

dUtUlat ion- 262
Mercury manometry 

pure mpeciem“27

Column
distzlation-26

1“v14x1“o/4v14ul8o 18 ♦ $ * 10 25 x 10 J
e 19.8 •1x10 16.2 • 1.K x 10 17 x 10

A 7.B • 1.4 X 10 8x10
<

11.6 • 0.6 x IO 11 « 1 ■ 1O 13 x 10

e

8

a
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►
Table XXX. Properties of sotopic NO molecules

in p( 14x“o)/pc*w‘o) at 119*3 O.0295 0.040* 0.0701

0.099°x 0.139°x 0.222°

0.338*3 0.313°x 0.5a8°x

S Heat of vaporization

(Vo - 1“u1°o) in cal mlt’1 14.1 30.4 33.9



Table XV. Calculated and •4 rimental differeaces in heat of 

vaporization of NO molecules (cal mole--»

15v1‘o

"Expe r Latnltl" 14.1 10.4 33. S

Calculated (eq. 20) 13.S 18.7

■

■
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♦
Tabla V. Relative 18O and 1‛N isotope effects in the

vapor pressure of NO

Experimental Theoretict

*" CF14,160/14,18.)

in “P14,16./15,160
1.38 1.46

5 Ax<14n18o-14w1"o)
s ..,15,16, d AHC N O-

1.45

S Ttr
S T.r ,15,16,14,16, ( NO-NO)

1.40 1.46
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vapor pzessure ratic a°Me/2“nn «... ef

Upper line through data on olid neon

Lower lino liquid noon.

3M. Neg. 1-326-60

PA*. 9. Partition functon ratio for the eon sotop
•0114 end liquid derived from vaper pressure

BNL Neg. 1-325-60

O with solution equilibria

BNL Neg. 9-92-60

Correlation of molal volumes of the lAqid hydrogens

(Tha apparent fnite ntercept

) • © As af ■—IW ficttous. See

the original 1terature-62

BNL Neg. 8-215-60
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